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Veteran investor John Wylie is teaming up with the University of Melbourne to
launch the country’s first university-specific investment fund, in an effort to drive
more commercialisation of ideas and research created within the university.
Mr Wylie’s fund Tanarra Capital [https://www.afr.com/street-talk/john-wylie-s-tanarra-linkswith-allegro-funds-for-camp-australia-tilt-20220309-p5a313] will manage the new $100

million Tin Alley Ventures Fund, in which the University of Melbourne is
contributing $25 million.
A smaller $15 million fund called Genesis Pre-Seed Fund will also be created, with
the state government-backed Breakthrough Victoria investment group (both
entities will contribute $7.5 million), and will support very early stage start-ups
created by the university’s academics, students, or alumni.

Investor John Wylie is teaming up with the University of Melbourne to form the $100m Tin Alley Ventures
Fund. Arsineh Houspian

Speaking to The Australian Financial Review, University of Melbourne Vice
Chancellor Duncan Maskell [https://www.afr.com/companies/healthcare-and-fitness/cslappoints-new-director-20210817-p58jh0] said he wanted to double the number of start-

ups spun out of the university each year. Currently, there are four to five created
each year by academics, while a large number are started by students.
“I think universities are and should be engines of discovery… but I also believe very
strongly that when you have the opportunity to translate research, we should and
an element of that is commercialisation,” Professor Maskell said.
“We need to provide easy mechanisms to allow people to commercialise things if
they can do so. There are academics out there who might fancy commercialising
something, but currently they see obstacles in the way.”
Of the $100 million Tin Alley Fund, $50 million in capital has been committed.
Mr Wylie [https://www.afr.com/wealth/people/why-john-wylie-won-t-hide-his-philanthropy20211119-p59afn] was confident the remaining $50 million would be raised quickly,

and he was optimistic the fund size could expand from its first $100 million target
to $200 million.
“We have a very good line of sight to get to the $100 million first close,” he told The
Australian Financial Review.

“We expect good support from across the spectrum – superannuation industry
funds, Melbourne University alumni and family offices.
“We’re particularly keen to have Melbourne University alumni involved in this, and
we hope it’s more than an investment proposition, but something they can roll up
their sleeves with and become mentors to founders, help provide business
connections and offer their general business and financial acumen.”
Australia ranks 15th in the world on the Global Innovation Index for research, but
falls to 33rd when measuring commercialisation.
Co-investor in the Genesis fund, Breakthrough Victoria is chaired by former
Victorian premier John Brumby and is responsible for investing $2 billion over the
next 10 years. The hope is that the fund will narrow the gap between the country’s
innovation inputs and outputs.
“Breakthrough Victoria is matching brilliance and inspiration with commercial
support and investment in sectors ranging from health to advanced manufacturing
– growing jobs and building the economy,” Victorian Treasurer Tim Pallas said.
Mr Wylie has seen the benefits of a fund like Tin Alley in action before, having coinvested alongside Oxford University’s Oxford Science Enterprises fund in nine
deals.
Since the 2015 launch of Oxford’s £300 million ($523 million) fund, the university
has created almost 100 spin-out companies and more than 1000 jobs. The
companies are collectively valued at more than £2 billion ($3.5 billion), including
Vaccitech, which co-created the AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine.
Professor Maskell, who has co-founded four biotech start-ups previously, hopes to
emulate this kind of success.
“Primarily, what I’d like to see is we get many more of our really talented people
into the game of translating and commercialising their research, that many
successful companies have started from the precinct, and some, hopefully many,
have gone on to be really successful,” he said.
“In terms of the $25 million we’re putting in, we’re not doing it primarily to make a
commercial return, but we’ll be disappointed if we don’t.”

The Genesis fund is expected to make 10 to 12 investments each year, with cheque
sizes starting at $200,000. The Tin Alley fund, in which Tanarra Capital is also
investing $25 million, will provide follow-on investments ranging between
$500,000 and a few million dollars. It will co-invest alongside other venture capital
funds.
The Australian National University has also previously dabbled in venture capital,
having launched the $47 million ANUConnect seed fund in 2005
[https://www.afr.com/technology/canberra-start-up-instaclustr-acquired-by-nasdaq-giant20220406-p5abf8]. This fund supported start-ups spun out of the university, but also

ones created from other founders in Canberra.
Mr Wylie said Tanarra and the university were regarding Tin Alley as a 10 to 15 year
venture, so they were unconcerned about the current market volatility. He said the
correction in valuations would end up being good for investors.
“The re-establishment of more sensible valuation parameters is a good thing, and it
lets capital come into the sector on a more sustainable basis, rather than the hot
money chasing FOMO (fear of missing out) investments,” he said.
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“Tanarra has been investing in venture since the creation of Oxford Sciences
Enterprises, and we’ve done 25 investments… we’ve been very prudent investors.
“Our mantra is to find a great business model, a big addressable market, good
people and enter at a sane valuation – that’s served us well.”
Alongside the new funds, the University of Melbourne is overhauling its approach
to the transfer of intellectual property to founders. The new standardised process
will involve set terms and template agreements to simplify and speed up the
licensing process, automatic approval if the templates and standard terms are
used, a set equity percentage for all licenses (which it considers favourable to the

founder) and set milestones that automatically trigger additional rights, with no
further negotiation required.
“The idea is to make it extremely straightforward, simple and generous to
founders,” Professor Maskell said.
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